Quantitative evaluation of single-arm versus randomized phase II cancer clinical trials.
There is a debate among cancer researchers about the use of single-arm or randomized phase II clinical trial designs; however, there is limited published objective evaluation of this issue. To objectively quantify the impact on phase III clinical trials of a policy of all single-arm versus all randomized phase II trials. A simulation study was performed comparing optimal single-arm and randomized phase II trial designs with a variety of commonly used α and β error rates. Parameters modeled included: between-institution variability in the standard of care response rate, between-institution variability in the treatment effect, between-institution variability in the estimate of historical control rate (for selecting H0), presence of historical bias, and proportion of phase II trials conducted using active agents. Using single-arm phase II trials resulted in a higher percentage of phase III trials conducted using active agents when there was minimal standard of care activity, or in the presence of a positive historical bias (H0 estimated to be greater than truth). Randomized phase II trials performed better in the presence of a negative historical bias, in the presence of high variability, and were more consistent across variation of historical bias. The proportion of phase III trials conducted using active agents was increased by reducing the α error. Presence of historical bias and the proportion of active agents studied in phase II had the greatest influence on results. It was estimated that between 5% and 20% of agents studied in phase II trials are active; however, the conclusions could change if this estimate is incorrect. This study did not account for the possibility of a new drug application submission immediately following phase II. The primary outcome looked at was response rate, although some investigators have suggested that time-to-event outcomes should be used in phase II, particularly for randomized phase II trials. Both single-arm and randomized phase II trials appear warranted in certain situations. Investigators should increase consideration of the potential impact on phase III trials to optimally select the proper trial design prior to phase II study implementation.